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COVID-19, PERMITS, AND CREWS
NEGOTIATING CHANGES IN 2021

THE BIG HAUL

AVENS Pavilion's Development Permit

was confirmed by the Development

Appeal Board on June 25, 2021.  A great

milestone for the project, but it came too

late for most of the planned construction

activities in 2021.  Blasting commenced

in July 2021 and has been start-and-stop

as crews negotiate commitments to

other projects that started before our DP

was confirmed.  Blasting is expecting to

continue into the middle of October with

only minor blasting remaining in 2022.

AVENS has used the Summer to focus on

working with CMHC regarding increased

material costs resulting from COVID-19

shutdowns of manufacturing and

fabrication plants.

Our Design-Build partner, Nahanni

Construction Ltd., has prepared the Gitzel

road design.  The design has been

submitted to the City of Yellowknife.  We

are now waiting for engineering reviews

and approvals prior to proceeding.



AVENS PAVILION

PROJECT BULLETIN

NEXT MONTH AT A GLANCE
SEPTEMBER TO OCTOBER 2021
With D-Wing blasted (yellow area in

image above), blasting will continue

West-Southwest towards the Cottages for

the core and A-Wing parts of the

building.  To facilitate this work, power

and telecommunication utilities will be

relocated to new trenches and overhead

poles within the AVENS campus.

Once the bulk removal of rock has

occurred by the middle of October 2021,

Construction will pause for the 2021-2022

winter season.

Road and lane grading design agreed

with the City of Yellowknife.

Relocated power and

telecommunication utilities within

AVENS campus

2021 blasting wraps up in the middle

of October.  Will resume in spring of

2022 for minor areas.  

Construction Documents finalized

and trade contractor tenders issued.

Fences around the site to be erected.

Project work paused end of October

until spring 2022.


